Cannabis Gift Guide 2021: For Those On-theGo
Whether your upcoming travel plans include heading to Grandma’s house for the holidays, hiking in the
wintery woods, or finally getting on a plane again, here’s hoping this winter will offer the “booster” that
we need, so more Americans can continue to maintain the go-go-go lifestyles we so love to hate. In that
festive spirit, I’ve put together a gift guide for the cannabis lover in your life that is always on the move
– clever, affordable, and convenient ways to take your ganja on the go, so you can “stay grinding” in
style.
Green Jay Rechargeable Windproof Electric Lighter – $20
I mean, it’s all in the name, isn’t it? This little device may look like it came out of a galaxy far away, but
it just may be the ticket to a winter free from cold, wet, dead lighters. Safe, subtle, and completely
wind-proof, this lighter is fossil fuel-free and can last up to 30 hours before recharging.
Verde Grinder Card – $20
Leave the bulky, sticky metal grinder at home, and slip this sleek little number into your wallet for
convenient and effective herb grinding on-the-go. You may be skeptical at first (I know I was), but at
only $20, you’ll be amazed at how well it does the job!
“Stay On the Grass” Water Bottle – $21
Black woman-owned business Jane Parade always nails it with unique cannabis-themed gifts, and this
16oz Nalgene is no exception — a great choice for the subtle stoner in your life who takes their
hydration seriously. Or, who really needs to start carrying a reusable water bottle…
The Battpack by Octave – $79
Is it a universal charger? A travel safe? It’s BATTPACK! This multitasker combines the convenience of a
portable charger with the security of a secret stash container accessed by an “adult-proof” button. Now
you can charge your device and store your valuables in one safe spot, and it even includes a sleek
stainless steel magnetic tray for a clean, contained surface for… whatever….
PenSimple – $59.99
Another multitasker, PenSimple is advertised as “a revolutionary herb grinder and portable storage
vault” that allows you to grind, store, and dispense up to 3 grams of ground cannabis (or any other
herb, like dried basil) on-the-go. In a world where clean hands are more important than ever, I can
definitely see the appeal of a tool like this.
Higher Standards x Revelry Companion – $55
Stylish and sturdy, this black-on-black fanny pack is durable, water-resistant and odor absorbing,
complete with a carbon filtration system and secret stash pocket to keep it discrete. Form meets
function to make the perfect gift for your cannabis-loving friend who rocks a fanny pack.

